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A unusually detailed analysis and simulation of a human problem solving protocol uncovered 10 
n strategies being discovered. Although most of these learning events were adequately modeled 

cases.~ng machine learning techniques, several present interesting challenges for machine learning 
bY eXI h This paper briefly presents the experiment and the 10 learning events. The protocol analysis is 
:::~ i'n VanLehn (1989). The simulation system, TETON, is described in VanLehn and Ball (in press). 

The experiment and the protocol 
AnZai and Simon (1979) published a Tower of Hanoi protocol that exhibits significant amounts of 

. and haS unusually clear verbal statements by the subject. Although Anzai and Simon modeled 
le8fI1~n strategies and strategic transistions of the subject, they did not make a llne-by-Hne COrJ1)arison 
:' : protocol to their model's behavior. The analysis presented here is a refinement of theirs. It uses 
1111 same nomenclature as Anzai and Simon (1979). The pegs of the Tower of Hanoi puzzle are labeled 
At B and C, and the disks are numbered according to their size~ with 1 being the smallest disk .. The initial 
state of the puzzle has disks 1 through 5 on peg A. The goal IS to get them all on peg C, subJed to the 
constraintS that a larger disk may never be placed on a smaller disk and only one disk may be moved at a 

tftIe. 

The fOllowing is a gloss of the protocol. During the first 30 minutes of the 90 minute protocol, the 
sutli8d usually makes good moves. Some deciSions, however, cause her difficulty apparently because 
.". is looking ahead several moves in her mind's eye in order to evaluate alternative moves before 
c:ftOC)SIng one. In a deliberate attempt to learn a better strategy, she embarks on a ·experiment" that lasts 
IbOUt 45 mirutes. She successively solves increasingly larger versions of the puzzle. She starts with the 
tIMaI puzzle that has just one disk on peg A, then solves the two-disk puzzle, and so on. Mo,st of her 
learning occurs during this -experiment. - She emerges with a clear strategy based on subgoaling with 
cIskS. For instance, in order to plan the initial move, she says (lines 110-114) -Of course, 5 will have to go 
10 C, right? So, 4 will be at B. 3 will be at C. 2 will be at B. So 1 will go from A to C: then she makes her 
Wlial move, which is to move disk 1 to peg C. This disk-based subgoaling strategy is later supplanted by 
• ~id-based strategy that follows the same recursive logic but uses pyramidally-shaped groups of 
dillies in its calculations. The change from disks to pyramids is quite evident in the subject's choice of 
~ (e.g., -rhe three blocking disks at B"). At the end of the protocol, the subject has, on my analysis, 
ttIt rules shown in table 1. If a rule was acquired during the protocol, the table shows the line number of 
ttIt rule's leaming event in brackets after the rule. These rules will be discussed in numerical order. 

Claliflcatlon of the learning events 
Unlike the other rules, rules 1 through 4 are applied on the very first opportunity that they can be 

IIIPIId. This suggests they may have been inferred from the puzzle's instructions or from common 
-. For instance. rule 4 is an instantiation of the common sense idea that if you want to move 
.... *'D. and your move is blocked by an objed. then move the blocking object out of the way. 

-.r The learning event for rule 5 is triggered by an impasse that ' occurs when the existing rules 
nil'ftind moving disk 4 to peg B, but that move cannot be made legally. The subject uses rule 4 to 

.... that this goal will aMays be a prerequisite for achieving the initial top level goal (moving disk 5 to =. 10 .... adds ..... 0-8 as a top level goal. Thus, this learning event can be classified as impasse
~ learning. Although It is a little unusual, because it occurs on an Incorred = ~ that is abandoned soon after the learning event, this learning event could probably be 
." existing machine learning techniques. _ 
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1. Achieve the top leYel goals of the puzzle in the following order: get disk 5 to C, get disk 4 t 
C, get disk 3 to C. get disk 2 to C and get disk 1 to C. 0 

2. 00 not move the same disk on consecutive moves. ' 
3. If there is a choice of where to put disk 1. and disk 2 is exposed, then put disk 1 on top Of 

disk 2, thus creating a small pyramid. 
4. If the goal is to move a given disk from a given peg to another given peg. and there is 

exactly one disk blocking the move, then get that blocking disk to the peg that is not 
involved in the move. 

5. Before worKing on achieving any of the top level goals, get disk 4 to peg B. [12] 
6. If the goat is to move a given disk from a given peg to another given peg. and the two-h· h 

pyramid is blocking the move, then get disk 1 to one of the two pegs involved in the ~e 
(thus allowing disk 2 to move out of the way of the move). [30-34) 

7. If the goal. to move disk 2 from peg A to peg C. and disk 1 is on peg A, then move diSk 1 
to the peg that is not involved in the move. (78) -

8. If the goal is to move disk N from peg A to peg C. and disk N-1 is on peg A. then get disk 
N-1 to the peg that is not involved in the move. (82) 

9. If the goal is to move disk N from peg A to a given peg. and disk N-1 is on peg A. then get 
disk N-1 to the peg that is not involved In the move. (84) 

10. If the goal is to move disk N from a given peg S to a given peg T, and disk N-1 is OI\S. then 
get disk N-1 to the peg that is not involved In the move. [99] 

11. If the goaJ Is to move a given disk from a given peg to another given peg. and disk 0 Is the 
largest disk blocking the move, then get 0 to the peg that Is not involved in the move.(121] 

12. If the goal is to move a given pyramid from a given peg to another given peg, and pyramid 
P is the largest pyramid blocking the move. the,n get P on the peg that is not involved in the 
move.(179) 

Tabl. 1 : Rules used by the subject during the protocol 

Rule 6. which moves the two-high pyramid out of the way, is also learned at an impasse. The ' 
impasse occurs because the existing rules do not uniquely determine a move. The subied seems to " 
perform a short look-ahead search in her imagination in order evaluate two alternative moves, then fonns 
a rule that records what she has discovered. This type of reasoning does not fit the classic mold of 
explanation-based learning, for there is no sign of deduction from general rules. On the other hand, the 
reasoning is not rruch like similarity-based learning, for there is no induction over rrultiple exemplars. ' 
The reasoning seems to best fit a type of learning called patching, which was invented by Brown and 
VanLehn (1980) to explain how students acquire stable buggy strategies by encoding the results of 
applying a repair strategy to an impasse. In this case. patching led to the acquisition of a correct strategy 
rather than a buggy one. Patching is ~lemented by SIERRA (VanLehn. 1987). 

The disk subgoaling strategy is acquired over a series of five learning events. The initial learning 
event is quite different from the others. It occurs at line 78. while the subject is reflecting on the solution 
she has just made to the two-disk puzzle. She seems to explain her move to herself. deducing from 
general prindpIes that it is an appropriate strategy in the given circumstances. Thus. this learning evert 
could be d8aifted as explanation-based learning triggered by a deliberate plan of reflecting on ,the 
solution of a~er version of the puzzle. Several machine learning programs (e.g., PROOIGY. Minton at 
aI., 1981) use this type of learning. This learning event produces rule 7. the initial version of the disk 
subgoaHng strategy. 

.. 
The sllbsequent versiona .. ot. the disksubgoallng stlat8gy (rules 8 through- 11) are learned by 

impuse-driven generalization. At exactly the points where an overly specific rule would fai· to appty:; the 
subiId shows signs of impasses. There are four such occasions. In all cases. she genwalizes the NIl . 
just enough to get it to match the sItUation present at the impasse. It takes four if11)a&818 to leam , .fuly .' 
general Me. This conservative. gradual generalization of the rule is a cJear case of ~" 
similarity-based learning. Several machine learning programs (e.g .• SIERRA. VanLehn, 1987) impIem8fC 
this type of learning. 
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ramid strategy (rule 12) seems to appear in a fully general form, because subsequent 
. ::Of it do not cause impasses. Such one-trial learning is characteristic of explanation-based 

aPP'~ However, exptanation-based learning is not indicated in this case because the pyramid rule is 
\earning. uctive consequence of tM existing rules. As Anzai and Simon suggested, it may be that the 
not .1 d~ learning is just the simple substitution of the perceptually more salient feature of "pyramid" for 
su.bJ~~ s the old disk subgoaling rule. This would make it similar to the perturbation-based leaming of 
"diSk ,n (Lenat & Brown, 1984) and genetic algorithms (DeJong, 1988). However, the nature of protocol 
EURISmaKOkes it difficUlt to tell if this suQrjestion is correct. 
dati 

Oddly on a later use of the pyramid subgoaling rule, there is a second leaming event. At line 197, 
subject Interrupts her use of the pyramid rule and starts using the old disk subgoaling rule. This 

~sts that she is deliberately cofT1Xlring the two strategy's execution by running the disk subgoali"9 
strategy overtly while covertly running the pyramid subgoaling strategy. To my knowledge, no machine 
\eaming program does this sort of checking, although it would be easy to implement. 

A major feature of the protocol is the subject's ·"experiment" of successively solving larger puzzles 
in order to discover a better solution strategy. As evidence for the sophistication of her experiment, there 
are signs that she deliberately ignored rule 6 in order to find a more general rule. This was a fortunate 
c;hOiC8 for rule 6, when used in combination with rules 1 through 5, suffices to solve any puzzle smaller 

~e diSks. Had she not ignored rule 8, she may never have suffered the 1rT1)US88 that seem to be ::a. for acquiring a general rule. To my knowledge, no machine learning program has demonstrated 
such sophistication in its approach to strategy acquisition. 

The trigger for this extended learning event is not clear. There is no sign ot pauses or confusion 
priOr to the initiation of the experiment (lines 70-74). Instead, the experiment seems to be triggered by 
curiOsity, for the subject says "I wonder if I've found something new .. ." 

Conclusions 
The overall picture one gets is that the subject is deliberately constructing a theory aboUt Tower of 

HanOi strategies. When she detects a deficiency in her theory, usually in the fonn of an impasse, she 
attempts to rectify it uSing deduction, experimentation, induction, or if all else fails, a repair strategy. She 
apparently haS some "curiosity" demons preset to notice interesting events and propose an exploration of 
them. She seems to have set the noise threshold, so to speak, on her cognitive system in such a way 
that small perturbations are allowed to creep into the rules, which sometimes leads to unanticipated 
~vements. Clear1y, there is no machine learning system on earth that includes all these styles of 
leaming, and yet, there is nothing stopping us from building one. 
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